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LifeGuard Technologies and CYY ENERGY Team Up in Strategic Chinese
Partnership
LifeGuard Technologies, the world’s leading safety hose manufacturer, today has announced that
it has signed a strategic partnership agreement with Hangzhou Cheng Ying Yi Energy
Technology Co., Ltd, (“CYY ENERGY”).
Under this agreement, CYY ENERGY will provide sales and servicing resources to LifeGuard
Technologies to support its ever-growing demand.
The two parties will also work closely on sales strategy within China and related technical
services to provide their customers with the industry’s safest hoses.
“It is a great pleasure to have CYY ENERGY and Mr. Lincoln Chu as our strategic partner in
China and we welcome them as part of our global family,” stated Mr. Andy Abrams, executive
vice president of LifeGuard Technologies. “We look forward to serving our Tier 1 customers
within the Chinese market and helping to drive LifeGuard Safety Hose adoption in China to a
new level together with CYY ENERGY.”
The strategic partnership is designed to echo the LifeGuard global geo-expansion strategy aimed
at strengthening the company’s presence across the globe- and particularly in the growing Asia
and Asiana marketplaces. This agreement aims is to enable LifeGuard Technologies to provide
its patented and pending technology, services and solutions to an expanding customer base and
worldwide partners.
“We are delighted to be a strategic partner of LifeGuard Technologies,” stated Mr. Lincoln Chu,
Managing Director of CYY ENERGY. “We are proud to be working alongside LifeGuard
Technologies, and together with our mutual customers, look forward to paving the path for future
LifeGuard Safety Hose development in China. Our recognition as preferred vendor by many Tier
1 compressed gas companies within China and Asia shows the extensive mutual trust and respect
we have established. Safety solutions are taking off in China and our complete compressed gas

product line and our manufacturing/warehousing capabilities support this growth by bringing
both together with synergies that fuel development and opportunities. “
About LifeGuard Technologies
LifeGuard Technologies’ mission is to provide, on a geographical basis, reliable, readily
deployable and cost-effective improvements in industrial safety. LifeGuard Technologies is a
Global Company that is based upon the extensive experience of its founders and joint venture
partners and believes that significant and measurable enhancements to industrial safety are
achieved with deployment of “passive devices”. The essence of our mission is to increase the
safety of all operations and facilities through the deployment of systems such as the "LifeGuard
Safety Hose" and others. LifeGuard manufactures its hoses in the USA, Canada, Sweden, India
and Australia.
About CYY ENERGY
CYY ENERGY is a professional manufacturer of gas equipment, such as storage tanks, cylinders
pumps, gas filling station ASU plant, LNG plant and gas relevant equipment supplier. We
provide the best service obsess over customer's demand. We believe our purpose is to create
value for the customer. CYY ENERGY has advanced technical design ability, mature project
management system, consummate and close-in after-sales service. Our production is widely used
in steel, metallurgy, oil, chemical industry, machinery, environmental protection, electronic
industry, medicine etc. So far, we have successfully delivered more than 50 equipment to all
around the China, South-East Asia, Middle East, South America and Latin America. We have
fostered a good company image all around the world.
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